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Adult coloring books are all the rage and this book is designed to help you color your way to a more

creative and visionary state. The beautiful art patterns promote a sense of innovation and

imagination, and the act of coloring relieves stress and can be both creatively stimulating and help

you achieve a more positive state of mind as well.
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I like the book. It has so much variety in it you will stay busy for sure! What I don't like is the poor

placement of the pictures. Really? Most of the pictures take up both pages with a lot of them smack

in the middle. I am taking the book apart to take full advantage of the pictures. If you don't mind

breaking up the book binder or removing the pages you'll like this book. Happy coloring!

Much better books are available. This one is quite thick with many pages, but that is all it has going

for it. Paper is thin and will bleed with anything but crayons or pencils. Pictures are double sided.

Placement is beyond poor, it is pretty awful- I've shown just two examples, but the book is FULL of

them.Basically, use your money and buy a book with fewer pictures but better quality.

Love this book my daughter had one and I saw it and had to have it, the local store was sold out so

purchased here couldn't be happier the pages are thick enough to use gel pens on if you don't push

to hard or they will bleed through I have seen this happen in my daughters book on a couple of



pages. But all the pages are double sided so even with pencils you can have them show. I haven't

tried Vaseline on them yet but I assume it will be fine you get a huge variety of pictures to color from

abstract to animals. I highly recommend this book it's large in size and the pictures are very easy to

see.

Poor picture placement puts most of the pictures on the middle binding making it near impossible to

color. The paper is thin and not high quality also.

I bought this book and Coloring for Tranquility together from Groupon simply because it was

cheaper than  at the time but even if I had purchased it here i have well gotten my money's worth

out of it. Yes many of the designs are in the margins. That's why you get a strong person to break

the glue holding the pages together and you will be able to color most of the designs. I'm disabled

so I wasn't able to do this myself. I color in this book every single day. Most of the pages are done

except for the patterns simply because I have found that I get bored coloring patterns. I've

thoroughly enjoyed coloring the designs of this book and would highly recommend it to anyone who

is just beginning to color or has been coloring for years like I have (since 2009). There's something

for everyone in it . Animals, mandelas, patterns, pretty much any design you want. It was my first

"adult" coloring book and I"m still using it even though i have several others. The only other negative

thing, other than the designs being in the margins, is the designs are on both sides and I like using

markers alot. One part of my disability is my hands cramp from using pencils and pens because

they are so thin. If I use a thick marker such as a Sharpie (shameless plug lol) I find it doesn't hurt

so much to color. There's designs in the book large enough to use the fat Sharpie's but you will ruin

the images on the other side. I've been fortunate that it's been a pattern so I haven't been upset at

all lol. I took off a star simply for the design in the margins and yes some ar clip art. You can search

the net and find some of these images but if you have an inkjet printer like I do, then your markers

and gel pens will ruin your pic. So buy the book instead because it's better than what your printer

will print. Hope my review has been helpful and buy it from  because it will save you some time

looking for it cheaper. Don't go to Groupon because the offer no longer exists.

I didn't like this book at all. More is not always better. The designs are just repeats from clip art

found elsewhere. I returned it.

I wish I could say more positive things about this book. It had great promise. It contains a wide



variety of drawings to please most people and there are a lot of them. However, the two-page

drawings go over the book crease and are hard to fill in. Some drawings are done with thin crisp

lines and others are thick and seem clumsy. I colored the tiger in the bamboo patch. I used

Faber-Castell Polychromos pencils, which are oil based. They laid the pigment down very well. The

bad part for me was when I used my blending pencil. It seems the paper ink is not set and when I

colored over a line, it drew that black ink into my coloring. Not good. Otherwise, this would have

been a great book.
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